Introduction To Google SketchUp
**Synopsis**

The 2nd edition of Chopra's Google SketchUp provides key pedagogical elements, which help prepare readers for the workforce. The content provides real-world and applied material including better PowerPoint presentations and how-to animations. Additional features include updated content to reflect software upgrades and market use; new pedagogy elements and interior design; and more robust resources that will are appropriate for different users of Google Sketch. The book also addresses the similarities between the adapted title, Google SketchUp 8 for Dummies, and Google SketchUp 2. This includes a title that contains the core content and basic software how-to from For Dummies; revised TOC to reflect the course; and new material developed/written by writer and academic advisors/reviewers. This edition goes beyond the basic software use to teach on portions of SketchUp.
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**Customer Reviews**

Must compliment Aidan, Laura & Chris for this book, the Second Edition. I am a practicing architect. Own firm, specializes in Architectural Interior Design; we fancy our team at 3DADS ([...]) to be somewhat advanced/ expert level workers on Sketchup since we use it profusely for our bread-and-butter, presentations to clients of all strata and genre, producing work on Sketchup in conjunction with rendering plugins such as SU Podium & Vray, and various advanced modeling plugins (Fredo/TIG/Thom/Dale and the other masters...) Frankly I picked this book up reluctantly, looking at the title reading "Introduction"..., compelled only after having viewed some of Aidan's
Basecamp Videos on SU at Youtube, and was intrigued and impressed by his powerful elocution and witty sense of humour. I bought it despite the "beginner" heading suggestive it being intended for beginner-students, along with other books purchased from on sketchup by Daniel Tal and Alexander Schreyer. While the other books too are very good and EXCELLENT value for money, I truly am compelled to write a review for this one in particular. The book is like a packet full of surprise revelations (even to users such as us, the 'self proclaimed advanced users' of SU if you would have it); It not only explains the tools, methods, processes of using sketchup's tools in the various ways they can be, & are used ubiquitously (sans plugins), but goes well beyond the fundamentals/basics, (and my 5*s for this!), by providing advanced info on ways of HOW NOT work with and HOW NOT to use the workflows and tools in the "not so useful" (or worst) possible ways (which we at our office had been doing for years together and simply never realized so).
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